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Current PastureBase Ireland Performance (Last 7 Days):
AFC

Cover/LU

Stocking Rate

Growth

Demand

3.7 LU/ha

71 kg DM/ha

60 kg DM/ha

706 kg DM/ha
191 kg DM/LU
Daily Allocations per Cow:

15.5 kgDM grass & 2 kg concentrates
Growth Predictions (Elodie Ruelle Moorepark):

Ballyhaise 69 kgDM/ha/day

Curtins 60 kgDM/ha/day

Clonakilty 66 kgDM/ha/day

DM% Moorepark:

AFC: 704

19.6%
1,500 kg DM/ha
11am
(11-06-19)

Using Our PastureBase Figures:
AFC: 706 kgDM/ha ( 191/cow).
Growth: 71 kgDM/ha, Demand: 60 kgDM/ha
(Surplus: 11 kgDM/ha/day)
11 kgDM/ha (surplus) X 7 days = 77 surplus/week.
AFC: 783 kgDM/ha in 7 days time (783/3.7= 211/cow).

GR: 70
AFC: 709
GR: 70
AFC: 706
GR: 71

AFC: 705
Why Not Cut Concentrates be 1kg this Week to Increase Demand?
GR: 71
PastureBase Ireland illustrates that growth is exceeding demand
throughout the country. This leads us into two decisions to maintain
a low pregrazing yield on our farm: 1. Reduce supplementation. 2.
Cut surplus bales. Many farmers are still feeding 3-4 kg concentrates even though growth is exceeding
demand. In this case, meal feeding should be reduced, as it is increasing the cost of production when there
is a cheaper source of feed on the farm. At €280/ tonne, reducing concentrates by 1kg/head will save a
farmer 28c/cow or €28/day for a 100 cow herd. That’s €200/week for a 100 cow herd!
Why to Graze Leafy Covers and Avoid Grazing Heavy Covers!
The grass plant is in the reproductive stage of its lifecycle. The goal of the grass plant now is to produce
seed– heads. The most common mistake being made around the country is grazing covers that are too
heavy (1,600+). These covers are deteriorating in quality fast. Its important to minimise supplement and
cut surplus bales to maintain grass quality. See the advantages of grazing leafy covers, compared to heavy
covers in the table below:

Why to graze leafy covers of 1,400

Why to avoid grazing heavy covers (1,600+)

Maximise production from grass: The more milk/
meat you can produce from grass, the more profit
you are going to make. By grazing leafy covers,
farmers can maximise ADG and milk solids from

Grazing heavy covers will reduce milk solids and
average daily gain. Where covers are too heavy and
where the proportion of stem increases in the sward,
performance will decrease.

Grazing Down to 4cm: By having the correct
pregrazing yield, you will give yourself the best
chance of grazing down to target residual (leafy
grass). This will maximise quality for the next
rotation and will not inhibit production.

Grazing heavy covers will be harder to graze
down to 4cm. Liverstock grazing heavy covers will
have more stemmy material in the sward meaning
that target residuals are extremely challenging to
achieve.

Quicker Regrowth: By grazing ideal covers, grass
will be leafy to the base and recover quickly. This
means that regrowth will occur earlier and you will
grow more grass a result.

Slower regrowths: By grazing heavy covers, there is
much more stemmy material at the base of the sward
and this means that recovery and regrowth is much
slower. This will inhibit grass growth on the farm.
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Grassland Farmer of the Year Sheep Winner Farm Walk
Tomás O’Leary is the 2018 Sheep Grassland Farmer of the Year.
Tomás runs a 300 ewe mid-season lambing flock and brings all
lambs except replacements through to slaughter.
Tomás puts as much emphasis on managing the grass as he does in
growing it. His paddocks are set up for grazing out to 4cm in 3
days. This means he utilises the most grass and maximises his
lambs’ daily liveweight gain from grass. The main benefit is lambs
are out the gate faster.
Tomás is holding a farm walk on the 19th June at 7pm. It is KT
approved for beef and sheep farmers. Please see below for more
info, everyone is welcome!
Demand - what are sheep eating?
The table on the right shows Ewe and Lamb
intakes per day based on weeks post lambing.
E.g. 200 ewes rearing 1.7 lambs/ewe on 16ha.
Average lambing date 17th March (12 weeks
post lambing). From table this is 3kg/ewe and
1.2kg/lambs or 4.2 kgDM per ewe/lamb per day.
Daily demand: 200 x 4.2 = 840 kgDM/day.
To get Demand/Ha/Day (to compare it with
growth rates). Divide daily demand / area. In this
case 840 kgDM/16Ha = 52 kgDM/Ha/Day.
So the farm has to grow 52 kgDM/Ha/Day to
match the demand. Check PastureBase for
growth rates in your county.

Tomás O’Leary
2017 Farm Grass Performance
Annual Tonnage:
Avg 14.2T Grass DM/Ha
Grazings:
7.5T Grazings/Paddock/Year
Stocking Rate:
2.6LU/Ha
Output Kg/Ha:
921Kg/Ha (Liveweight Sold)

